
Imagine the Depot of the Future...
Imagine a depot where all your operational needs are available at the touch of a button; where you’re 
working at the heart of the action and able to orchestrate daily activities from the palm of your hand.

That’s how we envisage the Depot of the Future. We’re breaking down the barrier between the traffic 
office and engineering and putting people where they’re needed most – with the vehicles in the yard.

Through the suite of DAS Anywhere solutions, we’re building an integrated depot where all the current 
systems are brought together in one convenient place and able to be controlled from a device not a 

desk.

We see the need for a brand-new role - the dispatcher. 
Much like air traffic control, the dispatcher is able to 
guide the vehicles as they move, coordinating the 
morning run-out, communicating with drivers, and 
keeping the depot running efficiently. 

We hope that you’re going to join us on this journey to 
creating the Depot of the Future.
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Yard Manager is a module with DAS 
Anywhere that offers a graphical 
representation of the depot. It’s a mobile 
solution that breaks down physical 
barriers and puts the right people in the 
right place for optimal efficiency.

Yard Manager is a new concept set to transform 
the very nature of the early morning runout 
through a simple, easy to use system. 

Developed for DAS Anywhere - but fully 
integrated with Trapeze’s current Duty Allocation 
System (DAS) - Yard Manager enables garage supervisors and controllers to reduce the costs 
associated with managing vehicle run-out, allocation, and many other aspects  of depot 
management. 

The system optimises depot efficiency, ensures yard safety and will pave the way for electric fleets by 
informing dispatchers of a vehicle’s charge state. But perhaps most significantly, Yard Manager is a 
major step towards the flexible, mobile depot of the future – a future which is now being rapidly 
realised through DAS Anywhere.

Key Benefits
 For Operations

• Reduce depot infrastructure by moving 
traffic office into the yard

• Effectively manage satellite depots

• Reduce costs by enabling yard managers to 
optimise service runout

• Proactively plan for and manage electric 
vehicle charging

 For Garage Supervisors

• Improve yard safety

• Manage your yard from the yard!

• Optimise running order to ensure efficient 
vehicle roll-out

 For Engineering

• Report vehicle availability and maintenance 
issues immediately 


